ARM Tablet Data Collector

“TDC” is: ThinkPad or Panasonic Win 8 Pro tablet + ARM + special tablet & touch features

Steven R. Gylling, Ph.D. Gylling Data Management, Inc.
Special TDC Features

- Tablet Data Entry
- Tablet Image Capture
- Tablet GPS

- Eliminate transcription errors
- Improve data quality
  - Automatic value checking
  - Tools to immediately review data
- “Capture” trial photographs
- Link a note to any data point
- Optimized for touch
- In-field entry of all trial info.
Tablet Data Entry

- Optimized screen
- Start image capture
- Shortcut keys
- Touch keypad
- Zoom
Tablet Data Review Tools

- Data analysis (AOV)
- Box-Whisker Graph
- Assessment Map
Tablet Image Auto-Capture

Take a picture. TDC “captures” the image, links it to the current plot, renames attached image as trial name + treatment # + date + plot #.

All of these actions occur automatically!

See in exhibit hall at GDM booth